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I am hoping these anecdotes may serve as chapters for a book with the working title of
Fighting Over Stuff.  I owe my new direction to Linda S.  Her short talk crystallized a path for
me.  The current chapter deals with questions of authenticity and the authority of documents.

In the aftermath of 1992's Hurricane Andrew large swaths of Dade county were flattened,1

and teams of insurance adjusters descended on Miami.  I was often their go to local appraiser2

when the losses involved antiques or fine art.   It was my busiest year in the appraisal business. 3

Losses continued for weeks after the storm.  Climatic damage occurred as a result of power4

failures.  Works of art were exposed to unusual heat and humidity, often in the unoccupied5

winter homes of the rich.  When I got the following call my first impulse was to dismiss it as6

being out of my league.  There were needier clients, and it all paid the same.7

“We have a client with a large Rubens painting on Miami Beach.  He is claiming climatic8

damage.  A team will be there tomorrow to look at it and assess the damage.  Can you join them9

to do an appraisal?”10

 “I don’t know if I could tell a Rubens from a pastrami sandwich.  The best I could do is,11

maybe, offer an opinion on the age of the painting and whether it would be repairable.  There is12

no way I could authenticate, appraise, or suggest how the value has been diminished.”13

“How much would you charge to come out and do what you can?”14

Up to my ears in work, and not really wanting the job, I pulled what I thought was a15

ridiculous number out of the air.  “Two thousand dollars.”16

“Can you there tomorrow morning at ten?”  He then gave me an address on one of the17

tonier stretches of Pine Tree Drive.18

Hey — you don’t ask, you don’t get.19

*   *   *         20

A black servant greeted me at the door and escorted me through the living room into a21
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study where several “suits” were having a conference with the painting’s owner.  Several22

minutes went by before they even acknowledged my presence.  I stood there waiting with my23

thumb, figuratively, up my ass when one of them finally turned my way, and with thinly24

disguised disdain ordered, “Why don’t you look over the painting while we finish our25

discussion.”26

“Where is it?”27

He glared at me somewhat incredulously.  “You just passed right by it!”28

I thought this is not going to be fun.29

Not hiding his irritation, he got up to point out a large painting of Christ on a cross —30

just beside me in the living room, by the entrance to the study — and dismissed me with, “We’ll31

talk to you later.”32

*   *   *         33

Without much more credibility to lose — and thinking that at least I should put on a34

show for the two grand — I went into my appraiser’s dance of  measuring, photographing, and35

examining the painting with a magnifier.  For extra credit, I pulled out a black light to see what36

kind of previous restorations may have been done.  Clients tend to be interested in the kit I carry37

with me.  The suits and painting’s owner were no exceptions.  Attracted by the flash going off,38

and to break up the tedium of their discussion, they came out to watch my performance.39

The painting was large and dark, hardly the frolicking zaftig nudes that I had in my mind.40

The damage the owner was concerned about was simply mildew.  Now in front of an audience41

—  for my pièce de résistance, and to the accompaniement of gasps — I applied some spit to one42

of the heavier mildew incrustations.  It was all that was needed to remove it and reveal a detail in43
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the bottom margin that would prove important.  Obsession with hygiene in not a virtue to44

appraisers.  45

Oil paintings are protected with a coating of varnish.  The varnish, with time, turns brown46

and periodically has to be replaced when the painting is cleaned.   The most this painting needed47

was a good professional cleaning.  On the other hand, it was not right.  Right is a term used by48

art dealers to describe a painting whose characteristics are consistent with other works by the49

artist.  The first thing to draw my attention was the craquelure.  The paint on old paintings50

shrinks with time forming superficial cracks.  An early lesson I had in identifying old paintings51

was, that ones painted prior to the 19th Century cracked in a brick like pattern of horizontal and52

vertical lines.  Newer paintings cracked in a spiderweb pattern.  This painting had spider web53

cracking.  Additionally, there was no readily apparent signature.  In the lower right margin,54

partially obscured by the frame, and under the mildew that was the object of my spit some red55

paint peeped out.56

I wanted to see if the red paint might have been part of the artist’s signature but was57

reluctant to handle the painting alone.  If something happened to the painting when I pulled it58

away from the wall, anyone else hanging on to it would share the liability.  A lawyer would be59

perfect.60

“Can someone help support the frame while I pull the bottom away from the wall and61

check for a signature?”62

Two of the suits rose to the occasion.  While they held the frame — I reached behind, put63

my fingers under the stretcher, and raised the painting in the frame — enough to see that the red64

paint was indeed a signature.  Unfortunately, it didn’t look anything like Rubens’.65
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By now I had regained more credibility than I deserved.  The insurance men were66

relieved that they may only be on the hook for a cleaning.  The painting’s owner had more67

complex concerns.  My total time at the house was about half an hour.  While putting my kit68

together to leave, the owner hired me to complete the appraisal of the so-called “Rubens,” and69

additional art works in the house.  Subsequent research revealed that the signature was that of a70

well-known copiest who reproduced Rubens’ works for well-heeled tourists in the 19th Century. 71

They were worth a couple of thousand dollars at the time of the appraisal.72

*   *   *         73

The owner told me the rest of the story when I returned to the house to complete the74

appraisal.  “I met my wife when she was in the process of divorcing her then husband.  As part75

of the settlement she got the Rubens painting.  The painting was purchased at an auction from76

Phillips in London when they were still together.”  He produced what he claimed was the77

original receipt with a price that could have only been for the real deal.  “When we got married78

she brought it into our marriage as sort of a dowry to offset money I loaned her for legal79

expenses.  There were other disappointments as well ...”  80

 In the days before the results of all the major auction house sales were compiled and81

available on the internet, art connoisseurs and appraisers often relied on documents, incomplete82

price guides and catalogues raisonnés.  It was easier to forge a document than make a good copy83

of an original painting.  The Rubens was to be the first of three incidences that I was called on to84

opine on the provenance of paintings that were involved in divorce settlements. 85


